Some Colour Scheme.

BY "TEEK."

Swindon's colour-scheme would have baffled even Joseph's artistic tailor. The colours they sported at Kingsholm were: - Blue, light black, dark black, yellow, green, red, pink, fuce, and several shades of mother earth.

The game itself was divided into two parts, A and B, with a slice of lemon between.

Part A was mostly Thompson and Loveridge, to the tune of 14 points.

Yes, the Swindonian colour-scheme was very pleasing. And so was their captain. I must say I liked their captain.

He was one of those who favoured a mother-earth colouration - and he bustled around encouraging his men with a simple phrase of two words - like one of those guinea-birds which run about farm-yards saying the same thing from dawn to lighting-up time.

I hope he changes the record in everyday affairs - he must lead a pretty expensive sort of life if he doesn't.

The premiers underwent a successful operation at the hands of Guy's Hospital - fourteen points.

Successful, that is to say, from the operators' point of view.